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a b s t r a c t

Arrays of oriented poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) micro/nanorods are synthesized by elec-
trochemical galvanostatic method at the current density of 1 mA cm−2 in the cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) aqueous solution whose pH value is 1. The CTAB is used both as the surfactant and
the supporting salt in the electrolyte solution. The electrochemical properties of PEDOT films are char-
acterized by cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic charge/discharge techniques, which indicate that
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the arrays of oriented PEDOT micro/nanorods can be applied as the electrode materials of superca-
pacitors. In addition, the cycling performance of PEDOT micro/nanorods is much better than that of
traditional PEDOT particles. The effects of the concentration of CTAB, the current density, and pH
value of electrolyte solutions on the morphologies and electrochemical properties of PEDOT films
are investigated. The mechanism of different morphologies formation is discussed in this study as
well.
. Introduction

The well-known poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), as
ne of the most successful conducting polymers, has been attract-
ng great attention due to its outstanding properties, including high
lectrical conductivity, high optical transparency in the doped state,
ood environmental and thermal stability, and electrochemical sta-
ility upon cycling [1–4]. These superb properties facilitate it to
e applied in the areas of supercapacitors, solar cell, sensors, elec-
rochromic devices, etc. [5–8].

However, the supercapacitors made by conducting poly-
ers need hundreds of seconds or even more time to be

harged, which is the main problem to obstacle them to be
idely used [9,10]. Nanostructured materials, such as nanotubes,
anowires, random nanoporous structures, and the like, can

rovide intrinsically broad surface area and shorter diffusion dis-
ances for ion transport, which leads to high charge/discharge
apacities and fast charge/discharge rates [11]. Martin’s group,
ne of the pioneers in achieving a fast charge/discharge rate
f battery materials, has reported that they enhanced charge
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transport rates of battery by using the one-dimensional (1D)
nanomaterials via template synthesis [12]. Liu et al. reported
PEDOT nanotubes, which were electrochemically synthesized in
a nanoporous alumina, had the fast charge/discharge capability
and the potential of being used as a high-powered supercapacitor
[13].

There have been many reports about synthesizing 1D con-
ducting polymers by electrochemical polymerization [14,15]. For
example, Wei synthesized nanofiber arrays of polypyrrole (PPy)
with controlled lengths by a biphasic electrochemical strategy
and PPy conical nanocontainer on Pt electrode [15,16]. However,
the 1D nanostructured PEDOT was always synthesized by elec-
trochemical polymerization via hard-template [13,17,18] or by
oxidative polymerization via soft-template [19,20]. There is rare
1D nanostructured PEDOT electrochemically polymerized via
soft-template. In this work, oriented 1D PEDOT micro/nanorods
arrays are synthesized by galvanostatic techniques on tanta-
lum electrochemically, while cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) is used both as the surfactant and the supporting salt. The
influence of the CTAB concentration, the electrolyte pH value and
the current density to the morphologies is investigated and the

different morphologies formation mechanism is also discussed.
The electrochemical properties and the cycling performance of
synthesized PEDOT are also characterized and the results indicate
that oriented PEDOT micro/nanorods arrays can be used as the
ideal materials of supercapacitors.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:weifeng@tju.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.11.074
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ig. 1. SEM images of PEDOT electrode prepared by galvanostatic method at the cur

. Experimental details

.1. Materials

3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) was purchased from Bayer
G. CTAB was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. Ltd.
ll other reagents were obtained from Tianjin Chemical Company.
ll reagents were of analytical grade and were used without any

urther purification.

.2. Preparation procedures

Tantalum foils (Ta, 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.1 mm), as electrodes
hich PEDOT deposited on, were rinsed by acetone and deion-

zed water alternately more than three times and dried at 60 ◦C
or 6 h. The aqueous solution containing 0.1 M EDOT and some
mount of CTAB was prepared and the pH value was adjusted by
Cl. PEDOT films grew on tantalum foil in the prepared solutions by
alvanostatic techniques at different current densities and the con-
umed charge was 2 C. All experiments were conducted at 0–5 ◦C.
fter polymerization, electrodes of PEDOT were cleaned by acetone
nd deionized water alternately more than three times, and then
leaned in 1 M KCl aqueous solution by cyclic voltammetry for one
ycle in order to remove the remaining CTAB and EDOT.

.3. Characterization

The morphologies were characterized by scanning electron
icroscope (SEM) taken by a PHILIPS XL30ESEM. The electrochem-

cal polymerization and performances of cyclic voltammetry (CV),

nd galvanostatic charge/discharge techniques were measured
ith a Potentiostat/Galvanostat (TD73000, Tianjin Zhonghuan Co.

td., China) equipped with a conventional three-electrode cell. A
EDOT film was applied as the working electrode, and a platinum
oil (Pt, 20 mm × 15 mm × 0.1 mm) served as the counter electrode
ensity of 1.0 mA cm−2 in 0.0025 M CTAB (a), 0.01 M CTAB (b), and 0.03 M in pH 1 (c).

and an Ag/AgCl (in saturated KCl solution) was used as the reference
electrode.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphologies

The morphologies of PEDOT film synthesized by galvanostatic
technique were always micro/nanoparticles [21]. However, when
CTAB was introduced into the electrolyte, the morphologies of
PEDOT film are totally different, whose SEM images are shown in
Fig. 1. Arrays of oriented PEDOT micro/nanorods structure, with-
out particles, are synthesized in an aqueous solution containing
0.01 M CTAB, 0.01 M EDOT, and 0.1 M HCl when the current density
was 1 mA cm−2. The diameter of micro/nanorods ranges from 0.5
to 0.8 �m and the length ranges from 8 to 10 �m. Nevertheless, the
morphology of PEDOT turns to particles when the CTAB concen-
tration is 0.0025 M; whereas, the morphology of PEDOT becomes
the tracked blocks when the concentration of CTAB electrolyte
increases to 0.03 M.

Arrays of oriented PEDOT micro/nanorods are proposed to
be synthesized by the self-assembled micellar soft-template
approach. In the beginning, when the concentration of CTAB is low,
the cation surfactant CTAB produces an aqueous micellar solution
with spherical micelles. The EDOT monomers existing in the elec-
trolyte migrate into the spherical micelles due to their hydrophobic
property, where the monomers are electrochemically polymerized
to PEDOT particle. With further increasing the CTAB concentration,
the spherical micelles turn into an ellipsoidal shape, and then into a
rod-like shape, for accommodating more surfactant molecules and

minimizing the free energy of the electrolyte solution [22,23]. In
this situation, the EDOT monomers are coated by CTAB molecules
almost, except the two ends of the rod-like micelles [24], where
are the only active points left to process the polymerization. It
means that, PEDOT only grows from the ends of rod-like micelles
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Fig. 2. The mechanism of the formation of

nd PEDOT oriented micro/nanorods arrays form finally. The tran-
ition from rod-like to plate-like micelles is the result of more CTAB
olecules exiting. That is why the morphology of PEDOT is stacked

locks in the 0.03 M CTAB solution, as shown in Fig. 2c.
The effects of pH value and current density to the morphologies

f PEDOT film are also investigated. With the increase of pH value,
he PEDOT morphology turns to be stacked blocks (Fig. 3b) and
t hardly forms an integrated PEDOT film in the neural electrolyte
olution (Fig. 3c). It is because that the dissociation balance of CTAB
olution is different when the pH value of electrolyte is changed.
s a result, the solubility of CTAB reduces with the increase of pH
alue and the formation of PEDOT film is restrained. The PEDOT

icro/nanorods can also form when the current density of elec-

rochemical polymerization is 1 and 2 mA cm−2 (Fig. 4b and c).
ut only PEDOT random structures exist at a lower current den-
ity (Fig. 4a) and PEDOT stacked blocks exist at a higher current
ensity (Fig. 4d). The slower rate of the nucleation and the growth

Fig. 3. SEM images of PEDOT electrode prepared by galvanostatic method at the curre
T in particle, rod-like, and block structure.

lead to the orderly growth of PEDOT and the formation of ori-
ented micro/nanorods arrays. However, when the current density
is 0.5 mA cm−2, the rate of the nucleation and the growth of PEDOT
are so slow that EDOT monomers only can be initiated to polymer-
ize from the limited active nucleus, leading to the random structure.
When the current density is 5 mA cm−2, the rate of nucleation and
the growth of PEDOT both accelerate. Therefore, more nucleation
sites exist on the work electrode and PEDOT grow in all directions,
thus resulting in randomly stacked blocks rather than the oriented
micro/nanorods.

3.2. Cyclic voltammetrical analysis
The CV curves of PEDOT film with the structure of
micro/nanorods, particles, and stacked blocks, which were
obtained in 0.01, 0.005, and 0.03 M CTAB solution, respectively,
are shown in Fig. 5. All cyclic voltammetric ranges are performed

nt density of 1.0 mA cm−2 in 0.01 M CTAB with pH 1 (a), pH 3 (b), and pH 5 (c).
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ig. 4. SEM images of PEDOT electrode prepared by galvanostatic method in the so
.0 mA cm−2 (d).

rom −0.4 to 0.6 V in 1 M KCl aqueous solution, with the scan
ate of 50 mV s−1 in three-electrode system. It is obvious that the
V shapes of PEDOT micro/nanorods and particles are similar to
he ideal supercapacitor’s behavior, while that of PEDOT blocks
re not so good. The curve of PEDOT micro/nanorods displays a
ectangle-like shape, which means a fast electrochemical switch.

The specific capacitance (Cm) values of these PEDOT films were
alculated from the CV curves by using the following Eq. (1):

i

m =

v × m
(1)

here i is the average current, v is the scan rate and m is
he mass of PEDOT film [25]. The specific capacitance of PEDOT

icro/nanorods, particles, and tracked blocks is 86.80, 29.44

ig. 5. CV curves of PEDOT micro/nanorods (a), particles (b), stacked blocks, and (c)
n 1 M KCl solution at scan rate of 50 mV s−1 in 1 M KCl with three-electrode system.
of pH 1 and 0.01 M CTAB at 0.5 mA cm−2 (a), 1.0 mA cm−2 (b), 2.0 mA cm−2 (c), and

and 15.22 F g−1, respectively. The specific capacitance of PEDOT
micro/nanorods is much higher than that of PEDOT particles and
blocks, which indicates that the microstructure influences sig-
nificantly to electrochemical properties of PEDOT [19,26]. It is
known that the micro/nanorods will facilitate the contact between
the electrolyte and the active sites of the film. In addition, 1D
morphology not only can provide broader surface area than
that of the traditional granular morphology but also shorten the
shorter diffusion distances for ion transport, which leads to high
charge/discharge capacities as well as fast charge/discharge rates
[11]. So the average specific capacitance of PEDOT micro/nanorods
morphology is significantly higher than that of PEDOT particles or
blocks. The similar conclusion was reported that the hybrid films of
polyaniline and manganese oxide in nanofibrous morphology have
a higher specific capacitance [27].

Charge/discharge rate can be further evaluated by perform-
ing the CV scans at different scanning rates. Fig. 6 shows the
specific capacitance of PEDOT electrodes with arrays of oriented
micro/nanorods structure at different scan rates ranging from 10 to
200 mV s−1 in 1 M KCl solution. The curve shapes at 10, 50 mV s−1,
and even 200 mV s−1 are all close to rectangle, although the specific
capacitance decreases slightly with the increase of scanning rate.

3.3. Galvanostatic charge/discharge

The process of charge/discharge and the specific capacitance of
different structures of PEDOT are studied as well. Fig. 7 presents
the charge/discharge curves of the PEDOT micro/nanorods, parti-

cles, and stacked blocks at a constant current 1 A g−1 between 0
and 0.6 V in 1 M KCl in three-electrode system. The potential of the
PEDOT micro/nanorods varies almost linearly with time during the
whole charging and discharging processes, and there is a visible
voltage drop at the beginning of the discharge process, which is
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Fig. 6. Plots of PEDOT micro/nanorods specific capacitance versus scan rate.

characteristic behavior of ideal supercapacitor. Comparing with
he other two, it also performs both longer charge and discharge
ime, which confirms it has a better capacitance behavior. The Cm

s calculated from the galvanostatic charge/discharge curves by the
ollowing Eq. (2):

m = i × �t

m × �V
(2)

here i is the constant current, �t is the time interval for the change
n voltage �V, and m is the mass of PEDOT film. The discharge spe-
ific capacitances of PEDOT micro/nanorods, particles, and stacked
locks are calculated to be 109.11, 72.52 and 36.77 F g−1, respec-
ively, which are similar to the results obtained from CV curves
t 10 mV s−1. This high linearity and symmetry in the galvano-
tatic charge/discharge curve of PEDOT micro/nanorods film in
ig. 7a indicates the high charge/discharge efficiency (�) of 90.7%,
hich is the ratio of discharge time td and charge time tc [13].

his enhanced response rate may be attributed to the special ori-
nted micro/nanorods structure, which provide boarder room and

horter diffusion distances for ion transport between electrolyte
nd PEDOT film.

ig. 7. Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of PEDOT micro/nanorods (a), parti-
les (b), stacked blocks, and (c) at 1 A g−1 in 1 M KCl with three-electrode system.
Fig. 8. Cycling test of PEDOT micro/nanorods (a), particles (b), stacked blocks, and
(c) at 1 A g−1 in 1 M KCl with three-electrode system.

3.4. Cycling performance

As it is well-known, the long-term stability of conducting
polymers is an important consideration for their applications in
supercapacitors. The cycling performance of different structures of
PEDOT is tested by the charge/discharge technique in 1 M KCl solu-
tion at a constant current density of 1 A g−1 in the three-electrode
system. Fig. 8 presents the cycling performance of the PEDOT
micro/nanorods, particles, and stacked blocks. It can be observed
that PEDOT micro/nanorods have no drift of specific capacitance in
the whole cycling test and the specific capacitance decays slowly
from 109.11 to 99.15 F g−1. This means that the capacity fades at
1000th cycle for PEDOT micro/nanorods are just 9.13%. However,
under the same test condition, the capacity of PEDOT particles and
stacked blocks fades at 1000th cycle is 32.27% and 54.09%, respec-
tively, comparing with their original values. Comparing with these
results, PEDOT micro/nanorods have much better cycling perfor-
mance. The remarkable improved cycling performance of PEDOT
micro/nanorods can be attributed the special 1D structure, which
offers a higher specific surface area that is convenient for ions
accessing into the polymer matrix and inducing higher charge to
keep stable, as well as provides broad interspaces among each
micro/nanorods that avoids PEDOT film to be destroyed by volume
swelling or shrinking during the cycling charge/discharge process
[28]. Moreover, a simultaneous p-doping reaction may occur during
the polymeric process, which is more stable than n-doping polymer
[29].

4. Conclusion

PEDOT film with arrays of oriented micro/nanorods has been
synthesized by galvanostatic techniques at 1 mA cm−2 current den-
sity in aqueous solution containing 0.1 M EDOT, 0.01 M CTAB, and
HCl (which is used to adjust pH value of electrolyte to 1). This
study provides a convenient method to prepare PEDOT with special
morphologies through an environment friendly way. The influ-
ences of the CTAB concentration, the electrolyte pH value and
the current density to the morphologies are investigated and the

different morphologies formation mechanism are also discussed.
PEDOT electrode with micro/nanorods structure shows an excel-
lent specific capacitance and a stable cycling performance, which
demonstrates that arrays of oriented micro/nanorods PEDOT are a
kind of very promising electrode material for supercapacitors.
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